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Contact element 1 NO contact, front - Auxiliary contact
block 1 NO/0 NC M22-CK10

Eaton
M22-CK10
216384
4015082163846 EAN/GTIN

363,01 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 5-6 days* (IND)

Contact element 1S, front M22-CK10 Number of contacts as changeover contacts 0, number of contacts as make contacts 1, number of contacts as break contacts 0, number
of error signal switches 0, rated operating current Ie at AC-15, 230 V 6A, design of the electrical connection spring-loaded connection, Design can be plugged on and
integrated, mounting type: front mounting, socket without, contact element, standard/approval: UL/CSA, IEC, size: NZM1/2/3/4, connection technology: cage clamp, mounting:
front mounting, description: Cage Clamp is a registered trademark from Wago Kontakttechnik GmbH, Minden, contact configuration S = NO contact: 1 NO, protection class:
IP20, connection to SmartWire-DT: no, connection type: single contact, description of tripped auxiliary switch HIA: General tripped message “+” when triggered by voltage
release, overload release, short-circuit release as well as Use of the residual current release due to residual current., Use with circuit breaker size NZM1, 2, 3: One tripped
auxiliary switch can be clipped into the circuit breaker., Use with circuit breaker size NZM4: Up to two tripped auxiliary switches can be clipped into the circuit breaker., Any
combinations of auxiliary switch types are possible. , Not in conjunction with switch disconnector PN…, Identification in the switch: HIA., Identification in the FI block: HIAFI.,
When using the tripped auxiliary switches in the FI block, the normally closed contact works as a normally open contact and the normally open contact works as a normally
closed contact., Description of the normal auxiliary switch HIGH: Switches with the main contacts. Takes on signaling and interlocking tasks., Use with circuit breaker size
NZM1: A normal auxiliary switch can be clipped into the circuit breaker., Use with circuit breaker size NZM2: Up to two normal auxiliary switches can be clipped into the circuit
breaker., Use with circuit breaker size NZM3, 4: Up to three Normal auxiliary switches can be clipped into the circuit breaker., Any combination of auxiliary switch types are
possible., Marking in the switch: HIN., When combined with remote drive NZM-XR..., the right-hand installation slot for normal auxiliary switch HIN can only be equipped with
individual contacts., Can be used for: NZM1( -4), 2(-4), 3(-4), 4(-4), PN1(-4), 2(-4), 3(-4), N(S)1(-4), 2(-4), 3(-4), 4(-4), standards and regulations: IEC 60947-5-1
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